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Miranda and Ty Morretti.

CliniC nEws and rEports

The 19th Traditional Health Gathering 
on May 15-17 exemplified its theme of 
Generations of Change in many ways. A 
dynamic mix of health and traditional 
activities attracted hundreds; from toddlers 
to elders and people in-between.

The Gathering was sponsored by Indian 
Health Council, Inc. with funding from the 
State of California Indian Health Program, 
Pala Band of Mission Indians, Pauma Band 
of Mission Indians, Rincon Band of Mission 
Indians and Southern California Tribal 
Chairmen’s Association. It was organized by 
IHC’s Tribal Family Services and Community 
Health Services with the support of staff 
from all departments. Many thanks to all!

Please see page eight for a photo-report 
on the event. 

19Th GaTherInG FulFIlls ITs PromIse
2009 traditional Health gathering “generations of Change” may 15-17

Six-year-old Jonathan Jazo makes a basket.Elder Maxine Vasquez, Luiseno, relaxes in the shade.



         

Clients on a treasure hunt to find the pulse of our clinic 
might walk right past the door behind which the blood 
samples are tested daily by skilled Medical Lab Technician Rita 
Avalos. The door, just inside Medical, opens to IHC’s Moderate 
Complexity Laboratory that is in pristine condition and in total 
compliance with State-mandated Clinical Lab Improvement 
Amendments (CLIA).

Corinna Nyquist, BSN, Ambulatory Services Director, 
considers Rita “an asset to the clinic. She works hard to stay 
on top of all Lab requirements and programs while maintaining 
each client’s privacy and the integrity of the Lab.”  

Ambulatory Services Director Corinna Nyquist states, “The 
Lab is an integral part of the Medical Department. Through 
teamwork we assure that our clients receive the highest 
standard of care.” 

As a Moderate Complexity Lab, our facility surpasses most 
other community clinics labs. It passes every State audit with 
100% compliance. 

The Lab functions to support other IHC departments and 
an array of client programs, including diabetes, Journey of 
the Heart, children’s immunizations, STD and drug testing 
and tobacco assessments. Rita explains, “Our protocols are 
standardized to help community members with self-management 
of chronic conditions such as diabetes and hypertension while 
offering assistance in many other key areas.” 

Labs that can be completed by protocol in the following: 
well child check-ups (hemoglobin [iron] and urine studies), 
diabetic clinics (sugar, AIC, urine/kidney function and the 
yearly chemistry protocol, including blood count and thyroid 
check), complete physicals (including fasting labs) and 
confidential pregnancy and STD tests. 

Additionally, IHC’s Lab coordinates a program which examines 
the effects of exposure and use of tobacco in Native Americans. 
Native American clients at least 18 years of age are invited to 
visit the Lab, complete a questionnaire and blood draw that 
reveals nicotine and metabolism data. You will receive a $20 
Target gift card as a thank-you for your effort and help. 

pHYsiCals … see Your provider First
To receive standard lab work (for example, hemoglobin, 

urinalysis), first make an appointment with your provider. Your 
provider will order the labs, making sure that all necessary 
labs are completed in order to improve client’s health status. 
All work is done on a strictly confidential level. Maintaining 
patient privacy is at the top of Rita’s priority list.

drUg tEsting … a lab order is needed
This protocol depends upon the purpose of the test.

If you as a parent believe your child needs to be tested 
for drugs, first schedule an appointment with your Medical 
provider to obtain an order for the Lab.

If you child needs to be tested to comply with court or 
school requirements, first schedule an appointment with 
Human Services.

discover Your 
World-Class lab

rita avalos: lab tech Extraordinaire!
Ensconced in a room whose 

walls are decorated with framed 
licenses and certificates and that 
brims with high-tech equipment 
is the person whose skills and 
dedication make the room come 
alive: Rita Avalos.

With a comprehensive, 25-year, 
medical background and continual 
updating of skills and knowledge, 
Rita is a treasure. “From the 
minute I began working here six 
years ago, I immediately felt I 
belonged,” Rita confides. “Ironically, I didn’t discover my 
own Native American heritage – I’m Yaqui, Comanche and 
Navajo – until I began working here.”

Rita is not only comfortable, but exceedingly 
competent and committed. She says, “It’s important to 
me to make sure the community receives the best care 
possible. I am happy to utilize my skills as part of the 
clinic team. I feel good knowing that I contribute to 
ensuring that all clients can have the security of knowing 
they are getting the very best.”

Rita Avalos.

take advantage of automated refill line
The Pharmacy’s new automated refill 

line harnesses technology to streamline the 
prescription refill process at the Rincon clinic. 

According to Pharmacy Director Bob Schostag, “The system 
is convenient for clients and internally efficient.” 

Here’s how it works:
Have your prescription number in hand, call the clinic 1. 
at 749-1410 and select option 6.
Follow the easy prompts to submit your information, 2. 
including refill number. 

The system will automatically process your request, 3. 
including obtaining your doctor’s approval, if necessary.

please request refills 3-5 days in advance
When requesting refills, clients are urged to provide 

3-5 days’ notice before their prescription runs out to make 
sure the Pharmacy has sufficient time to obtain physician 
approvals. If you are on maintenance medications for blood 
pressure, thyroid, diabetes and/or other chronic conditions, 
be assured that the Pharmacy will always advance you 
sufficient medication until refill approval is attained.
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The California American 
Indian Tobacco Survey 

(CAITS) is currently 
taking place at Indian Health 

Council, Inc., and other Indian clinics 
throughout the state. It is being overseen by 
Principal Investigator Deborah Morton, PhD, 
MA, an Associate Professor in Epidemiology 
at the University of California, San Diego 
(UCSD). A longtime CA-NARCH member, Dr. 
Morton also helped design the questionnaire, 
with input from her UCSD colleagues and 
many national Indian experts. The IHC portion of the study 
is being conducted by Patricia Gonzales. Here is some 
information about the CAITS.

HISTORY: For decades, California has partnered with UCSD 
researchers to conduct the Adult Tobacco Survey every three 
years, covering the entire population as well as “special 
populations.” The overall goal has been to collect data 
regarding the use of cigarettes, cigars, pipes, chewing 
tobacco and snuff as well as information on brand use, 
second-hand smoke exposure, and understanding how people 
are able to quit. Results reveal how well the California 
population is doing in terms of tobacco control and 
education. Until now, the survey has never been customized 
for or provided specifically to the Native population.

FUNDING: The $750,000 CAITS grant is funded by the 
Tobacco Control Section of the California Department of 
Health and Human Services.

TIMEFRAME: The project kicked off in early 2009 and is 
slated for completion in July 2010.

PURPOSE: CAITS will collect tobacco use data on American 
Indians throughout the state. Because the study focuses 
on rural Indians, participants will mostly emanate from 
indigenous California tribes. The study does not cover 
ceremonial use of tobacco. 

HOW IT WORKS: About 500 of the 3,000 
participants 18 years of age and older will 
be tribal members associated with IHC. 
Participants are selected at random and 
contacted by Patricia Gonzales to take part 
in a one-on-one confidential interview. They 
will be surveyed regarding their past/current 
use (or non-use) of tobacco, exposure to 
second-hand smoke and other elements. 
Each participant receives $25. The survey 
is also open to Native Americans in the 
community who wish to participate.

BENEFITS: The results will be used to directly benefit our 
clinic, our clients and our community. The anonymous 
data will reveal not only usage by all surveyed, but also 
specifically by IHC participants. This information will help 
the clinic target tobacco prevention and education programs. 
It will also benefit American Indians throughout California 
and, ultimately, across the country.

Tobacco study underway

patricia gonzales: 
oF, bY and For HEr CommUnitY

Patricia Gonzales has worked 
at Indian Health for several 
months, but her roots go back 
much farther. “I’ve been coming 
to the clinic since I was two days 
old,” says this Pala resident. “Now, 
it’s a pleasure for me to help my 
community by conducting the 
CAITS survey.”

Patricia relates that she will conduct each individual, 
confidential, 30-minute survey wherever a person feels 
most comfortable: at their home, her office, or in a public 
place such as a park. “I’ve even done it while someone is 
waiting for their prescription,” she confides.

Patricia, a people-person with a background in medicine 
and research and an enduring, bright smile on her face, is 
the perfect blend of professional and personable; thus the 
ideal CAITS surveyor. “I’ve met so many people from our IHC 
consortium who think it’s wonderful that we’re doing the 
survey. People are interested in the process and the results. 
They want to help their community, and the $25 per survey 
comes in handy. I’m looking forward to meeting even more 
people from throughout the different rural areas.”

Now that she is expecting her first child in September, 
Patricia says she feels an even stronger connection to the 
clinic and the community. “I’ve watched Indian Health 
expand into this great facility and also expand in the 
programs and services it provides. I’m happy to be part of it.”

Patricia Gonzales displays 
the CAITS survey flyer.

tobaCCo FaCts
California has the second lowest rate of tobacco •	
use in the nation.

American Indians have a higher rate of tobacco use •	
than most other groups.

Smoking is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease, •	
the number one killer of Indians. It also complicates 
glucose management for people with diabetes.

Resources abound for people who are struggling to •	
quit. For example, IHC offers drugs that have been 
proven useful in helping people quit smoking.

Dr. Deborah Morton.
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If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes an even larger, more 
dedicated community to raise a foster child to the age of independence. 
A recent grant and generous personal donation will help IHC’s Tribal 
Family Services (TFS) accomplish its goals.  

According to Karan Kolb, TFS Director of Social Services, “Our 
partnerships with the community, county, area universities and schools 
of social work help us make foster care families successful.” A primary 
collaborative partner is Tribal STAR (see sidebar). 

A $6,000 grant from the San Diego County Office of Education 
(SDCOE) was facilitated by Norma Chanudomchok, SDCOE’s Educational 
Liaison. The money will be used to support the Independent Living Skills 
(ILS) curriculum conducted at the IHC clinic through the YMCA. 

Karan relates, “IHC is the first and only Indian agency in the state to 
provide ILS classes on a reservation. The curriculum is provided to foster 
youth ages 14-21 before exiting the system. Classes help teens prepare 
for adulthood with topics that cover a wide range of necessary skills, 
from understanding credit to preparing a resume and finding a job to 
obtaining an apartment or residency at a University.” 

A community member who wishes to remain anonymous donated 
$1,000 to TFS. The donor states, “I knew it my heart that it was 
something I wanted to do, so I just did it.”

IHC CEO Romelle Majel McCauley says the clinic is very appreciative 
of the donation. She states, “Here at IHC, the staff is always concerned 
about the community members and wants to deliver the best service 
possible. It is always such positive reinforcement when a community 
member ‘steps up’ and expresses their support in such a manner. We 
are so fortunate and very grateful to have received such wonderful 
support from a person such as this individual and to all the others who 
constantly give of themselves; whether that be via money, volunteering 
time or in other supportive ways.”

“Come on down!” is the invitation IHC’s 
Nursing Supervisor Cynthia Victor extends to 
members of the community. You’ll get a snack, 
a nice parting gift and the immense satisfaction 
of knowing you are helping someone in need 
and very possibly saving a life.

IHC, in conjunction with the Red Cross, 
schedules periodic Blood Drives at the Rincon 
clinic. If you missed the April 14 event, you did 
not get to see community members such as Teresa 
Ortega, who stepped up to the plate (actually the 
chair) as a first-time donor. Teresa was joined by 
other patients and by several IHC staff members, 
including Angie Cuevas, who not only donated 
blood but also took the photos pictured here.

Upcoming Blood Drives will take place 
June 16, August 27 and December 17. If you 
have had a tattoo or body piercing within the 
previous 12 months, you must wait to donate, 
Cynthia reports. Otherwise, she says, “People 
can donor-specify. In fact, if they will be having 
surgery, they can even self-donate. No matter 
where your blood goes – to a baby, an elder, a 
trauma victim – you can be assured that it will 
be going to help someone in need.”

For more information about how 45 minutes 
of your time and a pint of blood can make a 
lifetime of difference, please contact Cynthia 
at ext. 5313 or simply drop by the clinic for a 
future Blood Drive.

Norma Chanudomchok, right, 
with Lisa Tang.

wE want YoU …
to participate in our 
Community blood drives 

Financial 
Support 

“FoSterS” 
Independence 

STAR stands for Successful Transitions in Adult 
Readiness. The goal is to help youth in foster 
care gain the skills and confidence needed to 
become an independent, productive adult.

Tribal STAR is a training program of SDSU’s Academy 
for Professional Excellence that focuses on the needs and 
challenges of Native American foster youth and foster 
parents. The program provides training to county managers, 
supervisors and social workers to collaborate with tribal 
organizations in keeping tribal youth connected to their 
communities while in foster care.

Tribal STAR is a unique partnership among many caring 
organizations: Indian Health Council, Inc., San Diego County 
Health and Human Services, San Diego Youth and Community 
Services, Santa Ysabel Band of Diegueno Indians, South Bay 
Community Services, Southern Indian Health Council, Inc. 
Southern California Inter-Tribal Court, and YMCA Youth and 
Family Services.

For more information about Tribal STAR, visit http://pcwta.
sdsu.edu/TribalSTAR/welcome.htm. For information about ILS 
classes, slated to begin at IHC’s Rincon clinic in late summer/
early fall, please call Karan Kolb at ext. 5324.

IHC client Teresa Ortega 
becomes a first-time donor at 
the April 14 Blood Drive.

Jose Arias helps the 
Red Cross maintain its 
supply of blood.
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The new monthly Diabetes 101 
workshop fills an important need, 
especially for clients recently diagnosed 
with diabetes. Funded by IHC’s Journey 
of the Heart/SDPI grants, the workshops 
began in February 2009. Sessions are 
already gathering positive feedback, with 
sign-ups from more clients interested in 
self-management.

“We take a total team approach,” 
explains Linda Mayberry, PHN, who, along 
with CHR Lorelei Legaspi, Nutritionist Jina 
Mitchell and Physical Activity Specialist 
Angelina Renteria, conducts each two-hour, 
interactive workshop. “It’s an effective 
approach to care,” believes Linda, noting 
that the process begins in Medical when 
a person is diagnosed and continues with 
referrals to Jina and Angelina as well as 
home visits by herself and Lorelei.

The Diabetes 101 approach is also a 
team effort in that it includes the client 
and their loved ones as part of the team. This friendly spirit 
was apparent at a recent workshop attended by Richard and 
Donna Nieblas, Roger Rose and Karen Morretti. Here are a few 
snippets of the lively conversation, backed by solid learning 
on the part of the clients and strong support from the staff.

ROGER ROSE … “I’ve only been diagnosed for a few months 
and I’ve already learned a lot. I have to break old habits and 
it’s not easy, but I’m following Jina’s advice and eating in the 
morning. I’m starting with crackers.”

JINA MITCHELL … “Small steps. That’s what we recommend. 
I keep my suggestions easy to remember. For instance, always 
compliment your carbohydrate with a protein.”

RICHARD NIEBLAS … “I’ve learned what to eat and what not 
to eat. Now I turn boxes over before I buy them to check the 
sodium and sugar content, etc. I’m walking a lot, and keeping 
track, thanks to the pedometer Angelina gave me.”

ANGELINA RENTERIA … “We use the time to talk about 
exercise and how it controls blood glucose. By working out 
and eating right, you can improve your insulin sensitivity so 
that you may not need pills or insulin. Your diabetes may be 
controlled by diet and exercise.”

LORELEI LEGASPI … “I instruct clients in the use of their 
glucometers. I check vital signs at each home visit and refer any 
questions clients may have to the PHN. I order medication refills 
and often leave written educational information for my clients.”

LINDA MAYBERRY … “I make routine home visits with 
my diabetic clients. I do vital signs, review medications, 
assess their knowledge base, related to the disease process 
and medications, provide instructions, discuss upcoming 
appointments and make appointments upon request. I also 
leave written educational information for my clients and make 
referrals to other members of the Diabetes team. My focus is to 
educate and empower clients to self-manage their diabetes.” 

KAREN MORRETTI … “I’ve tried to handle diabetes on my own 
for two years, but it runs in my family. I realized I needed to 
learn more about it and that’s why I’m here. I’ve decided it’s 
time to take care of me.”

DONNA NIEBLAS … “I’m here to support my husband of 
almost 50 years. Taking this class has made Richard far more 
aware of what he’s eating and doing. It’s not only become 
part of our lifestyle, but we’ve changed the atmosphere at our 
mobile home park. All the desserts served at our events are 
now sugar-free.”

LINDA MAYBERRY … “Self-management is the key to success. 
That’s the objective of our workshops. We want to empower 
our clients. The more self-management they do, the better 
results we’ll see. It really is a total team effort.”

A schedule of upcoming Diabetes 101 workshops is on 
page 10 of this newsletter. We encourage you to get 
involved and informed. Please call ext. 5356 and join our 
self-management team.

emPoWerInG ChoICe … 
diabetes 101

Jina Mitchell, Donna Nieblaus, Richard Nieblaus, Angelina Renteria, Karen Morretti, Linda Mayberry, Roger Rose, 
Lorelei Legaspi.
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Academic Partners

About NARCH
Indian Health Council (IHC), 
in partnership with San Di-
ego State University (SDSU) 
and University of California 
San Diego (UCSD), is fund-
ed as a Native American 
Research Center for Health 
(NARCH) by the National 
Institutes for Health (NIH) 
and Indian Health Service 
(IHS). Known as NARCH, 
this innovative partnership 
offers valuable benefits for 
you, your family and the 
community, including great-
er tribal control over health 
and healthcare, and recruit-
ment of Native Americans 
into studying for health and 
medical science careers.

Principal Investigator: 
Dan Calac, MD
Program Director: 
Stephanie Brodine, MD

For more information on 
NARCH, please contact: 
Student Program Coordinator 
Geneva Lofton-Fitzsimmons 
at (760) 749-1410, x5278.

Grads PrePare 
To Launch

We are delighted to announce the 

Spring 2009 graduation of five CA-NARCH 

students. The sky’s the limit for these 

rising stars, who have met the challenges 

of a university education and are 

propelling themselves upward to the next 

stage of their career and life.

Lawrence W. Mojado II 
graduated from UCSD’s 
Thurgood Marshall 
College with a double 
major in sociology 
and ethnic studies. He 
states, “I plan to attend 

graduate school in Fall 2010, and will take the 
LSAT, for possible matriculation at law school.”

Travis Numan graduated 
from SDSU with a 
Master’s in exercise 
physiology while doing 
a masterful job coaching 
baseball at Kearny High, 
where the team is first 

in its league. Travis relates, “In August I’m 
returning to my res in Reno for at least one 
year, I want to help out my mom and work for 
my Tribe, probably with the diabetes program.” 

Breanna Siva graduated 
from SDSU with a B.S. 
in nursing. She says, 
“In my future, I see 
myself working in 
pediatrics or obstetrics. 

I am passionate about primary prevention 
and patient teaching. I intend to begin 
my professional career in medical-surgical 
nursing, a foundation that will greatly aid me 
in my future goal of pursuing my Master’s as a 
nurse practitioner.”

Brittany Trischler 
graduated from UCSD 
with a major in 
psychology and minor 
in ethnic studies. She 
reports, “I am taking 

a year off and hoping to work in a behavioral 
health department at a local Indian health clinic. 
I plan to apply to graduate programs for clinical 
psychology and ultimately want to serve the 
Native American community as a psychologist.”

Shae Lynn Zastrow 
graduated from UCSD 
with a degree in 
cognitive science and 
a minor in biology. She 
says, “After taking one 

year off, I plan to pursue graduate studies in 
cognitive ethnography.”

The April 13th working dinner at SDSU’s Scripps 
Cottage gave CA-NARCH students, staff and faculty 
an opportunity to meet, greet and eat in a convivial 
environment. The event was co-sponsored by SDSU NASA. 

“The turnout was great,” relates NARCH Student 
Program Coordinator Geneva Lofton-Fitzsimmons, 
noting that having events on SDSU and UCSD sites 
enables students from around the county to absorb 
the university experience. In addition to gaining 
campus exposure, the students enjoyed fun ice-
breakers and stimulating presentations by mentors 

and guests, including SDSU’s Dr. Sara Unsworth 
and Dr. Roberta Gottlieb, Director, Bioscience 
Center. Dr. Gottlieb’s research in tribal communities 
sparked particular interest in many NARCH students 
contemplating a similar path. For all, the evening was 
inspirational and motivational.

April Dinner 
     A Delectable Success

Dr. Gottleib, left, with CA-NARCH students and staff.
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brimming with 
positivity

Sarah Fredrickson’s accomplishments, goals, wisdom, 
empathy, compassion and vitality could fill a book; their 
abundance overflows this brief article. Sarah’s laugh 
is as large as life, and her love for her nine-year-old 
daughter, Zionah, and her Native community is apparent in 
everything she does. 

“I profusely thank my mentors, especially Maureen 
Gibbons-Paolini and Dr. Stephanie Brodine,” Sarah, 31, 
says. Her mentors would concur that Sarah deserves most 
of the credit. 

Sarah recalls, “As a child, I always wanted to be a 
nurse because the only person in my neighborhood with 
a nice car was a nurse. Once in college, I learned valuable 
lessons which I now pass on to students I mentor, most 
importantly: Just because you fail at something once 
doesn’t mean you can’t try again and succeed.”

Succeed she has! Sarah graduated from San Diego City 
College in 2005 with associate degrees in biology, social 
work and liberal arts, then transferred to SDSU, where she 
is earning her B.S. in public health and has completed 
the LVN-to-Registered-Nursing program. Ultimately, Sarah 
plans to attain a Ph.D. in public health. She says, “I want 
to increase Native Americans’ quality of life by addressing 
health issues.”

Last February, 
Sarah won the SDSU 
President’s Award at the 
Research Symposium, 
then captured second 
place at the California 
State University 
competition. She 
mentors with AIR, has 
worked with Dr. Dan 
Calac at IHC and volunteers with VIIDAI in a small Mexican 
colonia implementing public health programs. She always 
finds time to hang with her fave – Zionah – dancing, 
playing sports and just being together.

Zionah is accompanying her mom to Harvard Medical 
School for its acclaimed Summer Clinical and Translational 
Research Program. Sarah will be working to reduce health 
disparities in minority communities through research 
applied back to the patients.

A middle child with nine siblings, not all of whom 
have chosen their best path, Sarah Fredrickson has 
carved out a niche as a role model. As she accelerates 
onward and upward, her mentors and mentorees will be 
cheering her progress.

University Acceptances 
      Advance Students’ Career Goals 

What could be more exciting to an aspiring student than 
receiving an acceptance letter from their university of choice! 
We at CA-NARCH share in the exhilaration of Tony Luna, Ashley 
Warren, Sierra Warren and Gabriella Rodriguez. All have been 
accepted into programs that enable them to pursue their 
career goals, with CA-NARCH at their side.

Among those taking pride in the students’ successes is CA-
NARCH Principal Investigator Dan Calac, MD, who in addition 
to his multifaceted duties as IHC Medical Director serves as a 
mentor to NARCH students. Dr. Calac notes, “As someone who 
enjoyed the support of mentors throughout my education, I 
am excited to see our students excel and move forward. This 
spring has been particularly fulfilling, with four NARCH students 
accepted into university programs as five others graduate.”

California State University at San Marcos has welcomed 
Tony into its M.A. program in experimental psychology. Tony, 

who currently works as a Project Coordinator at IHC, says, “My 
overall goal is to get a Ph.D. in clinical psychology.”

The Warren sisters will attend SDSU. Ashley, who is transferring 
from Cuyamaca Community College, will major in chemistry with 
an emphasis in biochemistry. She says, “I am so excited at this 
new chapter in my life. I have faith I will complete my goals.” 
Ashley is applying for a program in which she’ll be paired with an 
SDSU faculty member as she pursues a Ph.D. 

Sierra, a freshman, chose SDSU over the several Cal State 
universities which beckoned her. Saying she is honored to become 
part of NARCH, Sierra states, “I am pursuing a biochemistry major, 
which will tie into my career goal of becoming a nurse, sports 
doctor or a vet. I may also major in kinesiology.”

Gabriella has found a home at UCSD, where she is majoring 
in psychology. She reports, “My ultimate career goal is to go to 
medical school and become a reconstructive surgeon.”

Sarah Fredrickson.
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The May 15-17 Gathering at Pala Rey Youth Camp was picture-perfect, offering a 
fulfilling and fun weekend with many things for everyone. The family-friendly event 

had games, contests, a climbing wall and arts and crafts for the kids; a variety of 
health screenings, safety presentations, educational workshops and informational booths 

for adults; and traditional entertainment, including the Dancing Cloud Drum group, Bear 
Dancers Healing Ceremony and Peon Games.

IHC staff agreed that the informal, al fresco setting encouraged visitors to learn more about 
their health and topics ranging from foster care to domestic violence to mental health and 

suicide prevention. As therapist Evelyn Galasso, LCSW, noted, “We need to do 
outreach in the community. This event is a great way to get to know people and 
provide information.”

traditional Health gathering … 
                Portraits of Well-Being 

runners-uP Lose WeiGhT, FeeL GreaT
In the last issue, Juanita Ellison was profiled as the 

big winner of Community Health Services’ Biggest Loser 
contest. Like Juanita, runners-up Marsha Ward and 
Edwina Freeman have kept off the weight and kept up 
their self-motivation

“I feel wonderful,” declares second-place winner Marsha, 
who used her $250 prize to buy clothes in a smaller size. “I 
still work out and eat properly. Now that I’ve gone from 202 
to 186, my goal is to get down to 175 pounds.”

Third-place winner Edwina shed 12% of her bodyfat 
by walking daily and changing her diet to include less 
junk food and more healthy food. “The $100 prize was 
nice. I didn’t do it to win, but to improve my health,” she 
confirms. “The contest was perfect for me. I needed to 
answer to someone. Now, I’m motivating myself.”

Ed Stewart from Donovan State Prison Group sings 

from the heart about choices.

Kid fun.

More kid fun.
CHS’ Lucy Jimenez checks Sharryn Bratcher 

of Rincon for osteoporosis.

Cori Biggs of ICWA 
sports a chair 
in a tote bag, 
compliments of 
the Rincon Band 
of Mission Indians.

Pauma’s Ushla 
Majel, Tismaal and 
Scarlett show off 
their name visors.

Marsha Ward with her new 
best friend, the scale.

Edwina Freeman enjoys exercising every day.
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Q:  What exactly does Human Services do? 

a: IHC’s Human Services Department 
offers a variety of services. Services range from 

individual counseling to couples and family 
counseling; from communications training to 

trauma response and of course stress management. 
Some programs deal with a variety of traumas. 

Often people say, “When I have a problem, I don’t 
need to go to talk to anyone. I can solve it on my 
own.” Sometimes people think a problem will just go 
away and sometimes it does. However, most of the 
time it creeps up and reveals itself when not expected. 

People have told me they think counselors might 
judge or talk about them. They feel they will be seen 
as weak or feel foolish because they cannot solve 
their own problems. 

The truth of it is that people are not born with an 
“owner’s manual” so we do not know how to handle 
every situation we encounter. In fact, all of us need 
some coaching and counseling in whatever we do 
throughout our lives. 

I have a friend who is a psychologist for 
the NFL. He says that rookies have 
the most fear about working with 
a counselor. When they start 
out, these football players 
believe they can handle every 
situation on the field and 
outside in real life. Typically, 
they have high levels of fear 
and anxiety about which they 
don’t want people to know. 
They want people to think 
they can handle everything. 

After enjoying popularity and 
fame in college, a football player 
gets drafted and the pressure really 
begins. He has to deal with more 
money to handle, high levels of pressure 
from fans and team players, potentially 
embarrassing media interviews, not to mention the 
humiliation of blowing the play that loses the game. 

It may be hard for us “mere mortals” to comprehend, but 
my psychologist friend assures me that NFL players are 
humans like you and me and share the same problems that 
everyone else has. These issues include substance abuse, 
relationship problems, anxiety and depression. In fact, he 
notes that, due to the publicity surrounding them, their 
problems sometimes become bigger and/or public, thus 

increasing their stress. Many times they don’t play their 
best because they’re worrying about some problem they 
think they can handle on their own, but in reality they 
need a counselor to help them with. 

NFL counselors help athletes develop 
strategies to help resolve their issues 

and lower their stress. My friend 
reports that once players conquer 

their fear of seeing a counselor, 
they start doing much better!

None of us can do our best 
when we struggle with 
problems. That’s where 
Human Services can help. 
You see, counselors are like 
coaches. We know that it 
takes quite a bit of strength 
to be able to face issues that 

are not in the owner’s manual. 
We provide the same kind of 

assistance that counselors and 
coaches provide NFL players. Our 

services are completely confidential and 
are centered around issues our clients need 

to tackle and overcome so, like an NFL player, they 
can reach their goals.

Hector Torres, PhD, is IHC’s Director of Human Services. If you 
have a question you would like Dr. Torres to answer in print, 
you can submit it, anonymously and with full confidentiality, 
to Human Services or via email at htorres@indianhealth.com. 
Although each of us is unique, many issues are shared among 
people. Dr. Torres’ response to your question may help others 
in the community.

Dr. Hector Torres, back row, left with his team of dedicated Human Services 
employees. Their “goal” is to provide total service to you.

ask dr. Torres

People are 
not born with an 
“owner’s manual” 

so we do not know 
how to handle 
every situation 
we encounter.
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blood drivEs
All blood drives are open to everyone. They take place from 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. at the Rincon Clinic. 
Please call ext. 5313 for details. 

 June 16  |  August 27  |  December 17

diabEtEs CliniCs
Diabetes educational classes are geared for people with diabetes and people who want to learn more about diabetes. Topics 
cover a variety of issues, information and concerns. Clinics are held from 8:30-9:30 am on the second and fourth Thursday of 
each month in Medical. Please call ext. 5392.

diabEtEs 101
This Journey of the Heart/SDPI-funded workshop is designed to inform, prevent and empower. Classes are ongoing in the 
Multipurpose Room. Please call ext. 5356 or just join us. 

3:00-5:00 pm: July 7  |  August 11  |  September 8  |  October 13  |  November 10  |  December 8

10:00 am-12:00 pm:  July 8  |  August 12  |  September 9  |  October 14  |  November 11  |   December 9

mammogram CliniCs 
Mammogram clinics are held from 9 am-2 pm on the first Friday of each month in Medical. Appointments are required. Please call ext. 5344.

July 3  |  August 7  |  September 4  |  October 2  |  November 6  |  December 4

ob CliniCs
OB clinics are held at 8:30 am on the first and third Thursday of each month in Medical. Please call 233-5560.

CHild passEngEr saFEtY ClassEs
Child passenger safety classes funded by the State of California, the American Indian Infant Health Initiative “Bright Future” 
program, demonstrate proper usage of a safety seat. Native American parents who complete the class and show they can 
properly install a seat in their vehicle receive a free convertible or booster child safety seat. Classes are held in the Community 
Health Kitchen. Please call ext. 5281 to reserve your spot.

9:00  am :  June 26  |  July 24  |  August 28  |  September 25  |  October 23  |  November 20  |  December 18

3:30 pm:  June 19

FitnEss FUn 
Ongoing exercise classes are funded through JOH and SDPI grants to improve and prevent diabetes. They are open to everyone in 
the community. To request a class on your reservation, please contact Angelina Renteria, Physical Activity Specialist at ext. 5263.

IHC Multipurpose Room exercise classes take place on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11:05 a.m.-Noon and 12:05-1:00 p.m. 
Classes change periodically.

Pala Chair Aerobics takes place on Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30-10:30 a.m.•	

Pala Senior Water Aerobics take place Monday and Thursday, 9:00-11:00 a.m. •	

Santa Ysabel Cardio Kickboxing takes place on Thursday, 3:30-4:30 p.m.•	

Pauma Chair Aerobics takes place on Tuesday, 5:15-6:15 p.m.•	

La Jolla Cardio Kickboxing takes place on Tuesday, 3:30-4:30 p.m.•	

Other classes may be coming on board: stay tuned or call ext. 5263.•	

2009 | ClInIC sChedules WeLcome To The 
IHC NeIgHborHood

Please join us in extending a warm welcome to these newly hired employees.
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Patricia Gonzales
Interviewer Supervisor 

Katrina Telles
Patient Services Representative 

Evelyn Galasso
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 

WeLcome To The 
IHC NeIgHborHood

Please join us in extending a warm welcome to these newly hired employees.

Jessie Bitsui Rodriguez
Octavia Calac
Abraham Canstantino
Nashayla Chaipos
Hannah Chaloux
Leah Chavez
Joseph Flores
Natalia Goff
Na-Toowish Gutierrez
Marilyce Howard

Halasii Linton
Hannah Murillo
Tamaaywut Olson
Unica Padilla
Tawny Peart
Alyssa Ramirez
Easton Ratliff
Chaeton Revilla

Shuuluk Romero-Cloninger
Joseph Salgado
Megan Thomas
Kiona Thompson
Annie Villalobos
Ethan Wolfe

no cavities club

From Medical to Dental to all 
other departments, our clinic is 
always bustling with clients. IHC 
providers are committed to providing 
optimum care to each person. 

We ask that you plan ahead to 
ensure you are punctual. Please 
arrive a few minutes before your 
scheduled appointment. Being 
prompt will help your IHC provider 
stay on track with you and other 
patients on the busy daily schedule. 

Thank you!

put Time On 
Your Side … 
And Ours



Newsletter
50100 Golsh Road
Valley Center, CA 92082

FORWARDING SERVICE REQUESTED

A facility as unique and valuable as the community it serves

BOARD MEMBERS
EXECUTIVE BOARD

Robert Smith, Chairman    Pala
Benjamin Magante, Sr., Vice Chairman Pauma
Francine Kupsch, Secretary  Los Coyotes
Scott Constantino, Treasurer  Rincon
Theda Molina, Member-at-Large  La Jolla

MEMBERS
Leia Arviso    Inaja Cosmit
Viola Peck    La Jolla
Andrew Campbell   Los Coyotes
Raymond Flores   Mesa Grande
Julia Nejo    Mesa Grande
LeeAnn Hayes    Pala
Patricia Dixon   Pauma
Gilbert Parada   Rincon
Melody Arviso   San Pasqual
Melanie Luna    Santa Ysabel
Dorothy Ponchetti   Santa Ysabel

Romelle Majel McCauley, Chief Executive Officer
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